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Homes Stylish renovation

Fabric
first

Preserving the character of their Cambridgeshire,
Seventies-era property was Dan and Sarah Smith’s
priority while shaping it into a sociable, spacious home
Words Dominic Bradbury Photography Chris Tubbs

this picture
Although 40
years old, the
thoughtfully
designed architecture
of this blockwork
house is simple and
modern without
being plain or
unwelcoming
august 2014
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this picture An
original fitted teak
cabinet, dating from
1973, sits along one
wall of the dining
room, while the
exposed breezeblock walls make
the perfect gallery
for Dan’s collection
of street art

S

econd chances are a rare delight. When Dan and
Sarah Smith were too late to snap up a Seventies
gem near Cambridge after a year of searching
for a home, they thought it would be back to the
drawing board. However, a few months later, a call to the
same estate agent – The Modern House – brought a pleasant
surprise. A new property had come on to its books in a
neighbouring village and, as the same architect had designed
it in 1973, it was almost an identical twin to the first.
‘We really wanted something unusual and modern,’ says
Dan, a tax consultant who commutes to London for much of
the week. ‘We were looking at properties every single day but
couldn’t find anything suitable. Then we viewed this house
and even though there was an office on the ground floor with
four people working in it and filing cabinets everywhere, we
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at a glance
Names Dan & Sarah Smith
Ages 38 & 36 years old
Location Cambridgeshire
Property Renovated Seventies house
Bedrooms 4 Bathrooms 3
Project started January 2011
Project finished December 2011
Size of house 230sqm

thought it was amazing. We rang the agent the next day, told
him we wanted to make an offer and it went from there.’
The house was designed by Cambridge practice
Saunders Boston, headed at the time by architect, artist and
illustrator Peter Boston. And as if those weren’t solid enough
design credentials, the original (and existing) owners were
educational innovator Lyn Wendon, the inventor of the
Letterland system of phonic reading, and her husband who
had used the house to test a self-invented system of radiant
heating panels on the ceilings. The house’s style is decidedly
modern, with exposed cement blockwork both inside and
out, lending the house clean lines and a rugged texture.
‘We both like the exposed breeze block,’ says Sarah, who
mostly works from home in the field of exam production.
‘When Lyn was showing us around, she said she imagined

above left The
upper level makes
the most of the
views across
the countryside and
enjoys the best of
the light. It can
also be used as a
self-contained
living space
above Stephen Dick
designed the whitegloss kitchen using
units from Häcker,
finished with honed
composite worktops
to match

this picture
Removing the wall
between the kitchen
and dining room
has created a more
welcoming and
sociable space
where Dan
and Sarah can
entertain guests
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this picture In

Vintage Ercol furniture owned by
Sarah’s grandparents inspired the couple
to hunt for other mid-century pieces

the ground-floor
living room, a new
wooden floor was
fitted to match
the original hallway

above Warm
grey and muted
brown tiles create a
subtle palette in the
master shower room
above right

The beautiful,
curves of the spiral
staircase are lit
from above thanks
to a glass balcony
over the stairwell

right Sarah’s study
adjoins the groundfloor living room.
It’s designed to feel
separate from the
upper level so she
can relax after work
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The layout: 230sqm
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that some people might want to plaster the walls and we both
said we wouldn’t be doing that. I think she quite liked us
because we promised not to change too many things. She
knew we’d look after it.’
Dan and Sarah had previously shared a small Victorian
terraced house in central Cambridge, but were yearning for
more living space, as well as a greater sense of openness
around them. Their new home offers both, set within a small
village three miles out of the city, with views of open fields
from the upper storey. ‘I could see the house was going to be
a challenge and would involve an awful lot of work,’ says Sarah,
‘but we loved what was here already – the space, the textures,
everything like that. I could definitely see the potential.’
The house proved to be more spacious than expected
when they moved in during the spring of 2010, but there
august 2014
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this picture The
master bedroom is
a generously scaled
space on the first
floor, with an ensuite shower room
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‘We really wanted
something unusual and
modern and both like the
exposed breeze block’
was still work to be done. Dan and Sarah turned to designer
Stephen Dick, a family friend. ‘It’s a beautiful and striking
house, but it had been allowed to get tired inside,’ says Dick.
‘The house had stood the test of time, but the original kitchen
and bathroom fittings were obsolete.’ Dan and Sarah needed
help to make new elements work within the original property.
‘We were concerned that using different suppliers for different
parts of the house could end up with the rooms having little
shared between them,’ explains Dan, ‘which could have
jeopardised the feeling of unity throughout the interior.’
One major challenge was the kitchen, which is on the
upper level of the property, next to the dining room, living
room and master bedroom. While most of the main social
spaces in the home flow freely into one another, the original
kitchen was a small, enclosed area with dark wooden cabinets
reaching up to the ceiling. The only natural light came
from a modest skylight. ‘The kitchen was our priority,’ adds
Sarah. ‘It felt a bit odd taking out the original kitchen because
Lyn and her husband hadn’t changed anything since it was
first built – we still have all the cupboard fronts in the garage
and it’s nice to know they’re still there. However, we did
decide to retain the original fitted teak cupboards in the
dining room alongside the kitchen.’
Dick designed a new kitchen and removed most of the
wall between it and the dining room, creating a more sociable
space. He also created a glass balcony for the head of the
spiral staircase, replacing the wooden safety barrier that had
obscured the stairwell’s sinuous curves. Finally, he designed
an en-suite bathroom for the master bedroom, creating an
almost self-contained living area on the first floor.
Downstairs, on the ground floor, there are three guest
bedrooms and two new bathrooms arranged around a
central space. There’s also a study for Sarah, beside a second
living room. Here, Dick installed a new wooden floor in
sympathy with the original pattern and finish in the entrance
hallway. The living room includes a selection of vintage Ercol
furniture once owned by Sarah’s grandparents, which inspired
the couple to hunt for other mid-century and modern pieces
to add to the mix. Dan’s collection of vintage travel posters
and street art, by the likes of Banksy and Ben Eine, stands
out against the pale-grey walls.
‘Our tastes align quite well,’ says Dan. ‘If it was down to
me we would have quadrupled the amount of stuff we have.
Sarah makes sure I don’t over-purchase and now, at last,
we have some room around us for our things.’
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this picture A
second dining area
in the conservatory
gets plenty of use in
summer when the
doors are opened up
to the rear garden

Style
finder

Combine raw concrete with bright
hues to get Dan and Sarah’s look
Compiled by Emily Seymour

Oversized lighting Fly ceiling
pendant in plastic in emerald
(H30xDiameter52cm), £165, Kartell at
John Lewis (0845 604 9049; johnlewis.com)

Abstract art Houses framed print in
yellow and black (H70xW50cm), £125, Lane
at Heal’s (0870 024 0780; heals.co.uk)

Suppliers
PROJECT TEAM
Designer Stephen Dick at Residence Interior
Design (01730 829 566; residenceinteriordesign.
com) Project architect Stephen Dick at Residence
Interior Design (as before) Builder Phillip Banks
Developments (020 8342 9569; phillipbanks.co.uk)
STRUCTURE Staircase Bespoke by Stephen Dick
at Residence Interior Design (as before)
FIXTURES & FITTINGS
Ground-floor teak parquet Custom size from
Select Parket (+31 32 026 0207; selectparket.nl)
Conservatory rubber tiles Automne Daluni from
Dalsouple (01278 727 777; dalsouple.com)
Living-room and bedroom carpet 3802 from Van
Besouw (+31 38 385 8818; besouw.nl) Kitchen
lighting Mini Show from Mr Resistor (020 8874
2234; mr-resistor.co.uk) Dining-room lighting
Fly pendant by Kartell (+39 02 900 121; kartell.it)
Paint Diamond matt emulsion and Diamond
eggshell, Dulux Trade (0844 481 7818; dulux.
trade-decorating.co.uk) Kitchen units Emotion
by Häcker (+49 5746 9400; haecker-kuechen.de)
Kitchen worktops 30mm pure white honed quartz
composite by Diresco (+32 8 985 6944; diresco.
be) Oven Neff (0844 892 8989; neff.co.uk)
Extractor Elica (01252 351 111; elica.co.uk)
Kitchen sink Peake by Franke (0161 436 6280;
franke.com) Kitchen taps Paola & The Kitchen
single-lever mixer by Mamoli (+39 02 3664 5299;
mamoli.com) Bathroom Stephen Dick at
Residence Interior Design (as before) Master
shower-room basin Vero by Duravit (0845 500
7787; duravit.co.uk) Shower-room fittings Uno2
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and Starck from Axor (01372 472 001; hansgrohe.
co.uk) Shower-room and bathroom ceramic
wall tiles Mosa (+31 43 368 9444; mosa.nl)
FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
Dining table Habitat (0844 499 4686; habitat.
co.uk) Sideboard lamp Spun by Sebastian Wrong
for Flos (020 7681 9933; flos.com) Living-room
sofas John Lewis (0845 604 9049; johnlewis.com);
London in COM from Base Classics (020 8991
9700; baseclassics.com); fabric Sloane wool in
graphite from Isle Mill (01738 609 090; islemill.
com) Armchair Robin Day at TwentyTwentyOne
(020 7837 1900; twentytwentyone.com) Tripod
side table Concrete table by Jamie Josef Fry
(discontinued) Chair Orange Slice by Pierre Paulin
for Artifort (+31 73 658 0020; artifort.com) Study
desk Trestle in dark-stained ash from Bluesuntree
(0116 267 0267; bluesuntree.co.uk) Study chair
Reproduction Eames low-back soft-pad aluminium
group chair in white full aniline leather from Base
Classics (as before) Bookcase Denso in matt white
lacquer from Go Modern (020 7731 9540;
gomodern.co.uk) Conservatory dining table and
chairs Magis (+39 04 2131 9600; magisdesign.
com) Master bedroom bed Ikea (020 3645 0000;
ikea.co.uk) Bedside tables and bookcases
Bespoke design by Stephen Dick at Residence
Interior Design (as before) Bedside lamp Miss K
by Philippe Starck for Flos (as before)
Dressing table Casabella (+39 07 2174 6343;
casabellaonline.biz) Bedroom chair Kartell
(as before) Shower-room accessories Vola
(01525 720 111; vola.com)

Colourful furniture Nerd chair in
ashwood in red (H80.5xW45.5xD50cm),
£299, Muuto at Made in Design (020
7692 4001; madeindesign.co.uk)

Industrial effect Concrete tile in porcelain
in ash (H24.8xW100cm), £80 per sqm, Topps
Tiles (0800 783 6262; toppstiles.co.uk)

Graphic print Apple cushion in silk
in teal and yellow (H50xW50cm), £59,
Ferm Living at Naken Interiors
(01502 715 064; naken.co.uk)

